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The Life project “SIAM” (Sustainable Industrial Area Model) is an 
Italian project partially sponsored by the European Commission in the 
framework of the LIFE III - Environment European Programme. 

The project began on October 2004 and it expired on December 2007; 
its cost is about 2.500.000 €, financially supported at about 50% by 
the European Commission. 

The beneficiary is ENEA (National Agency for New Technologies, 
Energy end the Environment) with the cooperation of 17 Italian public 
and private partners (Universities, Local public Authorities, Private 
Enterprises), located in 8 industrial areas in every part of the Country.
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FundamentalsFundamentals

The SIAM project IDEA was TO GO BEYOND THE EEA or EIP 
CONCEPTS to extend the “dimensional factors” characterizing the 
EEA not only to the ecological factors (but also economic, social and 
other), considering that a well ecologically equipped industrial area 
could not be in itself an attractive area (for the people living
conditions and for the enterprises cost-benefits) and then it was 
necessary:

- to study the “ecological” situation of the industrial areas;

- to define a new model (set of parameters) for a better (EU 
fundamental directives accordance) and more complete (not only 
ecologically) design (or transformation) of a “sustainable” industrial 
area (especially SME’s area);

- to test and to demonstrate the “parameters application” in 8 
industrial areas (project partners) with the utilization of shared
methods and results;

- to set out the “guidelines” for a methodical future utilization of the 
model to design or to transform the IA or EA in SA;

- other needs (formation of new SA experts, dissemination)
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Project Tasks

x Study on Ecologically Equipped Areas in Italy and Eco 
Industrial Parks experiences in Europe; 

x Investigation on the European Environmental Policy 
Instruments applicable to Ecologically Equipped Industrial 
Area (EMAS, SEA, Environmental accounting) in the 
Definition of a Sustainable Industrial Area Model; 

x Experimentation with the Model in eight project industrial 
areas: Integration of different Environmental Policy 
Instruments, Involvement of Interested Parties and EMAS 
registrations of three Organizations;

x Guidelines for applying the Sustainable Industrial Area 
Model;

x Training of new professional expert;
x Dissemination.
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Project ObjectivesProject Objectives





Graphic representation of the organisational model of SIAGraphic representation of the organisational model of SIA



Points of contact between the SIAM requisites and the voluntary Points of contact between the SIAM requisites and the voluntary instrumentsinstruments







The conclusions of the SIAM project

The project results made it possible to solidify a Model of Sustainable Industrial Areas that 
can be replicated elsewhere in the EU and outside Community territory

The project's environmental benefits are the contribution in introducing sustainability 
criteria in setting and developing industrial areas.

This produces a reduction of impacts from organisations in the industrial area adopting the 
proposed model of sustainability. More particularly, these benefits will be secured through 
the very effective environmental management system adopted by the organizations managing 
the industrial areas and the commitment of local authorities in using a very thorough 
procedure for locating and planning industrial area. 

Moreover, all the sustainability processes that include territorial analyses, review and 
programme, as well as the Forum activities, provide increasing knowledge of the state of the 
environment and introduce mechanisms that will make the model transparent, credible and 
shared.

“Practical” project’s results: 3 EMAS registrations, a qualified formation course for 
“Experts of sustainable industrial areas”, elaboration and validation of two management 
softwares for transport and energy aspects in the areas.



www.siamproject.it
f.frenquellucci@faenza.enea.it


